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Pico Genie P50 LED nano projector

Just launched: The Pico Genie P50 LED nano projector is the world's smallest 40 lumen projector with
advanced connectivity and great value for money at just £199.99 (on release).
May 31, 2013 - PRLog -- PRESS RELEASE: 31.05.2013
Pico Genie introduces P50 LED Nano Projector
Contact: enquiries@personalprojector.co.uk
Just launched: The Pico Genie P50 LED projector is the world’s smallest projector at 40 lumens of
brightness on BOTH mains and/or battery power withamazing value for money and great connectivity.
The Pico Genie P50 neatly sits inside a cool modern metallic shell measuring a microscopic 75mm x 75mm
wide and 22mm thin making this matchbox sized projector 25% smaller than the current smallest pico
projector (Pico Genie P100). It really deserves its ‘Nano Projector’ title. At just 148g, slip it in your pocket
and you won’t even notice you are carrying the ultra-portable LED device, but switch it on and you will
unleash its true power.
It is an impressive feat of engineering when you see how they have cleverly crammed every type of
connection you could ever need into such a small device including HDMI, VGA, USB, SD and AV inputs
. Connect the new Pico Genie P50 to your Smartphone, laptop, tablet, games console and any number of
multimedia devices to project up to an impressive 90” diagonal imageanywhere you go. Whether you
have a Samsung Galaxy, HTC, Sony, LG, Nokia, iPhone or any Smartphone with HDMI or video out
capability, you can enjoy streaming (and in many cases mirroring) of your entire Smartphone on a very big
screen. Alternatively, save content directly to a USB stick or SD card and enjoy projection without
connecting any cables!
The Pico Genie range has become synonymous with value for money as well as providing the same
brightness on battery as it does on mains power so you don’t feel short changed on the brightness front
when you are out and about. The Pico Genie P50 model is no exception in the range offering the full 40
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lumens brightness with up to a massive 2 hours operation time from the inbuilt 2000mAh Li-Polymer
battery meaning it’s always a good time to project! When you have used all of the battery power, simply
plug it in to the mains with the included charger and you can continue projecting, giving you hours of
entertainment from your fingertips.
Overall, if you’re looking for something that’s so portable you don’t even notice it is in your pocket but it
still cuts the mustard in terms of performance then whether you’re looking to use this for business or
personal use the Pico Genie P50 is the perfect companion LED projector. At only £199.99 (inc vat) it costs
less than many of the rival portable projectors and offers one of the best specifications in the smallest
package at one of the best prices. It would be the perfect gift and is ideal for sharing photos/videos on the
big screen with friends/family or even for small presentations at home or in the office.
Available from Personal Projector Ltd from 6th June 2013
www.personalprojector.co.uk
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